
Testing, Testing

	
 With mounting tenacity, with deregulated enthusiasm, with unbounded aggression: A 
decade of damn-the-torpedoes hold-everybody-accountable high-stakes testing gained 
momentum.  And, repeatedly measured by an apparently interminable supply of exams?  Inner-
city poor and often minority students continued, despite literal years of a hard-hitting and 
unprecedentedly expensive reform, to produce the nation’s lowest statistical achievement.  

This was not, actually, terribly surprising. 
In point of fact?  
Lowest-income student testing performances followed long recognized historical trends.  

Few new-millennium school reformers had, in year after test-score-invasive year, actually 
undertaken the task of digging deeply enough into school performance issues to intentionally 
effect a long-term, true-to-life difference.  Almost no one had managed (or even proposed) the 
goal of genuinely addressing the many outside-of-school social disadvantages which came so 
debilitatingly attached to a cultural and racial inequity.  

Luckily, however?  
An alternate line of attack was near to hand.
Leaning upon a modern-day logic to goddamnit, force higher test scores – rather than 

contemplate the troubling message sent by more than a decade of a flatlining, achievement 
separating testing performance, the repeated and each year more predictable production of an 
“unacceptable” testing data simply led to (and oh, now, here surely was the undoubtedly more 
benevolent solution):

More testing.
In the NCLB spirit of a thoughtful (and well, yes, enticingly lucrative) concern – as the 

days of a high-stakes testing advanced, ignoring the ominous results generated year after year by 
an aggressively implemented assessment, big-name reformers conversely elected to legislate the 
ever more urgent obligation for forcing unsuccessful schools to Shape The Hell Up.  
Belligerently they began to call out not for the instigation of a contemplative review, but for an 
each year more assertive inundation of increasingly abrasive, increasingly debilitating, and 
increasingly humiliating punishments. 

However.  
Well, gosh darn it?
Overwhelmingly and frustratingly – oh, you just couldn’t get away from it.  
Year after year those uncooperative lowest-income and most often culturally-different 

students continued to produce their largest number of embarrassingly problematic scores.  
Grasping at straws; arguing the possibility of finding relief through the production of a 

supplemental achievement: multiple district tests, in-school tests, literacy tests, math tests, 
computer tests, and a suddenly written influx of intervention tests were added to the already 
state-legislated exams.  

Because?  
Well, if, somehow, you miraculously administered just the right test?  
Surely you could make those inconsiderate children prove an accepted level of ability.*
Soon enough, in many buildings the act of testing began to rule with impunity.  With ever 

more ruthless, ever more high-stakes punishments dictating tighter and tighter controls around 
the physical act of testing, the actual practices of assessment soon landed directly under the 
national microscope.  It wasn’t long before, in an ever more painfully minute detail, annually 



appended regulations stipulated exactly what teachers, students and facilitators could, and could 
not, do during any test administration.  

Testing “experts” were hired.	

And “testing days” were born.†  
Testing days.  
Days when – education be damned?  
Testing was the only activity expected, or allowed, inside a school.  Testing days 

overwhelmingly filled with minutely organized, non-human-friendly, micro-managed schedules; 
testing days where, depending upon the constraints entailed by any particular exam, precise 
schedules followed down-to-the-minute timetables.  Timetables which not only expected, but 
exacted, a rigidly enforced compliance. 

Testing days, when?
Painfully aware of the district pressure at their backs, anxiously posturing “fixer” 

principals and an ever shifting array of reform hires affixed additional threats to each day’s 
regulations, complicating already impossible expectations.  

Testing days, where, as examination schedules unfolded?
	
 The very hours of a day stretched out interminably. 

*One of my favorite comments on this subject comes from a writer who suggests that adding tests for “failing” 
students compares to expecting a weight loss simply through the repeated purchase of new bathroom scales. 

†Even as across the nation the Opt Out Of Testing movement has been gaining momentum, not all proponents have 
considered the fact that, along with the legal act of “opting out” there must also be a contingent demand for in-
school academic activities if students are not to sit passively, day after day after day.  (In some disricts frustrated by 
the burgeoning number of students/parents choosing to “opt out,” as a punishment students have been commanded 
to sit quietly at their desks for hours, doing nothing.)


